
 

McAfee VirusScan Enterprise 8.7i (full
!EXCLUSIVE! Version) 1 Year License 64 Bit

mcafee virusscan enterprise full licensed protects your computer and disk files from
a wide range of threats with the next level anti-virus protection, integrating

elements of intrusion prevention and firewall technology. this powerful combination
of mcafee virusscan delivers truly proactive protection and advanced outbreak
management from the newest threats including buffer, exploits, and blended

attacks. it will automatically detect and removes viruses, worms, trojan, malware,
and potentially unwanted programs from your computer. enterprises and

government agencies can now purchase additional mcafee virusscan enterprise
products the mcafee virusscan enterprise product line has expanded to include

virusscan enterprise for web and virusscan enterprise for storage, giving
organizations a choice for network scanning and file scanning. the new virusscan

enterprise for web enables scanning for web content while virusscan enterprise for
storage provides complete virus scanning of local file systems to protect data on a

server or storage array. mcafee virusscan enterprise now provides endpoint
scanning of windows and linux systems mcafee virusscan enterprise for windows

and linux now enables clients to scan windows and linux systems as well as network
endpoints. in addition, virusscan enterprise for linux now integrates with the mcafee
virtual appliance to support automatic scanning of linux servers. mcafee virusscan

enterprise now supports encrypted virtualization mcafee virusscan enterprise 8.7i for
windows now supports encryption in virtualized environments, including those based
on vmware vsphere, microsoft hyper-v, and microsoft system center virtual machine

manager. mcafee virusscan enterprise 8.7i for linux now supports encrypted
virtualization in linux virtualization platforms, including those based on kvm, xen,

and oracle virtual machine manager.
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McAfee VirusScan Enterprise 8.7i (Full
Version) 1 Year License 64 Bit

mcafee virusscan enterprise
for unix protects unix

platforms from viruses,
worms, trojan, malware, and

other types of malicious code.
mcafee virusscan enterprise
for unix software includes a

full range of proactive
protection features that offers

complete protection from
viruses, worms, and other

malicious code, while
protecting your data and
valuable business assets.

mcafee virusscan enterprise
for unix is designed to

manage and protect your
workstations, servers, and

networks. protects your
workstation, server, and
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networks from viruses,
worms, and other types of
malicious code. this new

flagship edition of mcafee
virusscan enterprise 8.7i
provides proactive anti-

malware protection and real
time scanning technology

along with easy deployment,
management, and reporting.

an enhanced virusscan
enterprise 8.7i features a two-

way firewall with dynamic
epolicy application

virtualization
(epopolicymigration.exe) that

makes it easy to migrate
policies and tasks from earlier

versions of virusscan
enterprise 8.0i or 8.5i. in

addition, virusscan enterprise
8.7i includes a unique
virusscan enterprise

intelligence reporting tool that
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can automate the reporting of
real-time events. virusscan

enterprise 8.7i provides
complete protection from
viruses, worms, and other
malicious code. virusscan

enterprise 8.7i offers
complete protection from
viruses, worms, and other

malicious code. in addition,
virusscan enterprise 8.7i

includes a unique virusscan
enterprise intelligence
reporting tool that can

automate the reporting of real-
time events. virusscan
enterprise 8.7i provides

complete protection from
viruses, worms, and other

malicious code.7i offers a two-
way firewall with dynamic

epolicy application
virtualization

(epopolicymigration.exe) that
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makes it easy to migrate
policies and tasks from earlier

versions of virusscan
enterprise 8.0i or 8.5i.
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